METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PREVENTING REPEATED UPDATING OF ADDRESS TABLE IN ETHERNET RING NETWORK PROTECTION

ABSTRACT

The present disclosure discloses a method for preventing repeated updating of an address table in Ethernet ring network protection, including: an Ethernet ring network node sends an Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame and encapsulates its own node information into the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame; an Ethernet ring network node receives the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame and matches the node information encapsulated in the received Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame with its own node information; and when the matching is successful, the Ethernet ring network node does not update the address table. The present disclosure further discloses a system for preventing repeated updating of an address table in Ethernet ring network protection. In the system, a matching unit is used for matching the node information encapsulated in the received Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame with the node information of an Ethernet ring network node itself; and when the matching is successful, the Ethernet ring network node does not update the address table. Through the method and system of the disclosure, the problem of repeated updating of an address table in Ethernet ring network protection in the scenario of requesting local protection switching can be solved.
the Ethernet ring network node receives a local protection switching request and performs the protection switching

the Ethernet ring network node sends an Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame and encapsulates the node number information of the Ethernet ring network node into the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame

a node receives the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame and extracts the sending node number information included in the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame

the node receiving the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame compares the sending node number included in the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame with the node number of the node

when the two node numbers are the same, the node does not update the address table
METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PREVENTING REPEATED UPDATING OF ADDRESS TABLE IN ETHERNET RING NETWORK PROTECTION

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to an Ethernet protection technology, in particular to a method and system for preventing repeated updating of an address table in Ethernet ring network protection.

BACKGROUND

[0002] With the development of Ethernet towards a multi-service bearer, particularly the increasing requirements of some services on the reliability and real-time property of a network, the Ethernet widely adopts a ring network to improve the reliability of the network. In addition, in the protection solution for a ring network, it is generally required that fast protection switching can be completed within 50 ms. At present, the technology for fast protection switching can be implemented based on the G.8032 protocol of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU-T).

[0003] Based on the G.8032 protocol, an automatic protection switching protocol and mechanism is defined for an Ether layer of a ring topological Ethernet. A network protection method is adapted to the ring topological Ethernet, and implemented by such a flow: a link is selected as a ring protection link in a ring topological Ethernet; one node adjacent to the ring protection link, which is called a node to which the ring protection link belongs, controls the blocking or opening of the ring protection link, and a port at the node to which the ring protection link belongs, which is adjacent to the ring protection link, is called a port adjacent to the ring protection link. When all the links of the Ethernet ring network are normal, at least one of two nodes adjacent to the ring protection link blocks a port connected with the ring protection link to prevent protected data from passing through the ring protection link, in this way, there is only one communication path between any two nodes in the Ethernet ring network, so a closed communication path exists in the Ethernet ring network, thus a closed loop and a network storm are prevented; when a link in the Ethernet ring network has a failure, if the failed link is not the ring protection link, then the nodes at the ports adjacent to the ring protection link are blocked and the blocked ports on the ring protection link are opened, so that protected data can pass through the ring protection link, a new communication path is generated between any two nodes on the ring protection link, the reconnection of the communication path is guaranteed and the reliability of the network improved.

[0004] In the switching process of an Ethernet ring network, a communication path of a data flow needs a change, since information in an address table recorded by each node may be not available any longer after the communication path of the data flow is changed, each node may need to update the address table, specifically, deleting address items of ports of a ring. In the G.8032 protocol, when a node sends an Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame, the protocol frame includes a node number of the node and an index number of a blocked port; after other nodes receive the protocol frame, the node number and the index number of the blocked port in the protocol frame are extracted and compared with those of updating record information which is originally stored and corresponding to a receiving port; if they are different, the updating record information corresponding to the receiving port is updated with the extracted node number and the index number of the blocked port; and if the node number and the index number of the blocked port in the protocol frame are different from those of updating record information corresponding to the opposite end port of the receiving port, the node may further need to update the address table.

[0005] Although such solution for updating an address table in an Ethernet ring network guarantees that error address items can be fast deleted during switching in the Ethernet ring network, the problem of repeated updating during the switching is also caused. For example, in the scenarios of switch-back after link failure restoration, link unidirectional failure, manual switch protection switching request, forced switch protection switching request and other such local protection switching requests, if a node sends an Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame and has updated the address table of its own when making a local protection switching request, then, after the node receives the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame sent by itself, the node repeatedly updates the address table once more because original node number and index number of a blocked port in updating record information of a port are not consistent with the information contained in the received protocol frame. At present, there is still no effective solution for how to prevent repeated updating of an address table in Ethernet ring network protection.

SUMMARY

[0006] In view of the above problem, the present disclosure aims to provide a method and system for preventing repeated updating of an address table in Ethernet ring network protection, which can solve the problem of repeated updating of an address table in Ethernet ring network protection in the scenario of requesting local protection switching.

[0007] In order to achieve the above objective, the technical solution of the disclosure is implemented as follows:

[0008] a method for preventing repeated updating of an address table in Ethernet ring network protection, including: encapsulating, by an Ethernet ring network node, node information of the Ethernet ring network node into an Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame when the node sends the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame; when an Ethernet ring network node receives the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame, matching, by the Ethernet ring network node, the node information encapsulated in the received Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame with node information of the Ethernet ring network node itself; and not updating the address table by the Ethernet ring network node when the matching is successful; wherein the node information of the Ethernet ring network node itself is the only information identifying the identity of the node.

[0009] Wherein, when the node information of the Ethernet ring network node itself is a node number, the matching may further include: a sending node number encapsulated in the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame received by the Ethernet ring network node is matched with the node number of the Ethernet ring network node, and the matching is successful when the sending node number and the node number of the Ethernet ring network node are the same.

[0010] Wherein, before the matching, the method may further include: executing protection switching by the Ethernet
ring network node when the Ethernet ring network node receives a local protection switching request.

[0011] Wherein, in the scenario of a switchback, the method may further include:

[0012] generating, by a node to which a ring protection link belongs, a local protection switching request upon the running out of a wait-to-restore timer when the node to which the ring protection link belongs is in a pending state and after the wait-to-restore timer runs out;

[0013] blocking, by the node to which the ring protection link belongs, a port adjacent to the ring protection link and sending a ring protection link blockage protocol frame to inform other nodes to perform switching, wherein the node number of the node to which the ring protection link belongs is encapsulated into the ring protection link blockage protocol frame; and

[0014] receiving, by the node to which the ring protection link belongs, the ring protection link blockage protocol frame sent by the node itself and matching a sending node number extracted from the ring protection link blockage protocol frame with the node number of the node itself; and not updating the address table by the node to which the ring protection link belongs when the sending node number and the node number of the node to which the ring protection link belongs are the same and the matching is successful.

[0015] A system for preventing repeated updating of an address table in Ethernet ring network protection, including: a sending unit, a matching unit and an updating executing unit, wherein

[0016] the sending unit is used for an Ethernet ring network node to send an Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame and encapsulate node information of the Ethernet ring network node itself into the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame; wherein the node information of the Ethernet ring network node itself is the only information identifying the identity of the node;

[0017] the matching unit is used for an Ethernet ring network node to match the node information encapsulated in the received Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame with node information of the Ethernet ring network node itself when the Ethernet ring network node receives the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame, and to send the matching result to the updating executing unit; and

[0018] the updating executing unit is used for the Ethernet ring network node not to update the address table when the matching result is that the matching is successful.

[0019] Wherein, the matching unit may be further used for matching a sending node number encapsulated in the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame received by the Ethernet ring network node itself with the node number of the Ethernet ring network node itself when the node information of the Ethernet ring network node itself is a node number;

[0020] wherein, when the sending node number is the same as the node number of the Ethernet ring network node itself, the matching result is that the matching is successful.

[0021] Wherein, the system may further include: a protection switching executing unit which is used for an Ethernet ring network node to receive a local protection switching request and execute protection switching.

[0022] Wherein, the protection switching executing unit may be further used for a node to which a ring protection link belongs to receive a local protection switching request upon the running out of a wait-to-restore timer and executing the protection switching in the scenario of a switchback;

[0023] the sending unit may be further used for the node to which the ring protection link belongs to block a port adjacent to the ring protection link and send a ring protection link blockage protocol frame to inform other nodes to perform switching, wherein the node number of the node to which the ring protection link belongs is encapsulated into the ring protection link blockage protocol frame;

[0024] the matching unit may be further used for the node to which the ring protection link belongs to receive the ring protection link blockage protocol frame sent by the node itself and match a sending node number extracted from the ring protection link blockage protocol frame with the node number of the node itself; and

[0025] the updating executing unit may be used for the node to which the ring protection link belongs not to update the address table when the sending node number is the same as the node number of the node to which the ring protection link belongs.

[0026] In the disclosure, an Ethernet ring network node encapsulates its own node information into an Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame when sending the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame; an Ethernet ring network node matches the node information encapsulated in the received Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame with node information of the Ethernet ring network node itself when receiving the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame; and the Ethernet ring network node does not update an address table when the matching is successful; wherein the node information of the Ethernet ring network node itself is the only information identifying the identity of the node.

[0027] In the disclosure, whether to update an address table is determined by matching node information encapsulated in a protocol frame with node information of an Ethernet ring network node, and when they are the same, the address table is not updated; therefore, the Ethernet ring network node which has updated its own address table when executing protection switching does not need to repeatedly update the address table any longer when receiving the Ethernet ring network protocol frame sent by itself, thereby effectively preventing the repeated updating of the address table.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0028] FIG. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the operation of a normal Ethernet ring network link;

[0029] FIG. 2 shows a schematic diagram of the operation of a failed Ethernet ring network link;

[0030] FIG. 3 shows a schematic diagram of an implementation flow of a method embodiment of the disclosure; and

[0031] FIG. 4 shows a schematic diagram of the operation of an example of the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0032] The basic idea of the disclosure is: determining whether to update an address table by matching node information encapsulated in a protocol frame with node information of an Ethernet ring network node; and not updating the address table when they are the same.

[0033] The implementation of the technical solution is further described in detail with reference to the drawings below.

[0034] The disclosure is described below in comparison with the prior art in order to better show the advantages of the disclosure over the prior art.
In terms of the prior art, FIG. 1 shows a schematic diagram of an existing Ethernet ring network protection structure based on G.8032; as shown in FIG. 1, nodes S1, S2, S3 and S4 form an Ethernet ring network; a link between the nodes S1 and S4 is a ring protection link, the node S1 is a node to which a ring protection link belongs, and makes the ring protection link blocked or open by controlling the blocking or opening of a port 11; the port blockage here refers to that a blocked node port cannot forward protected data but can still receive or send an Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame based on the G.8032. When the Ethernet ring network link shown in FIG. 1 has no failure, the node S1 blocks the port 11 to prevent protected data from passing through the ring protection link, i.e., to prevent protected data from being forwarded by the node S1, and a communication path of a protected data flow between the nodes S2 and S3 is only S2->S3 instead of S2->S1->S4->S3, so never exists a closed communication path in the ring network and a network storm is prevented. When all links in the Ethernet ring network are normal, a node to which a ring protection link belongs periodically sends a ring protection link blockage protocol frame to inform other nodes of that the ring protection link in a blocked state; the ring protection link blockage protocol frame includes a node number of a sending node and an index number of a blocked port; after receiving the protocol frame, other nodes extract the node number and the index number of the blocked port from the protocol frame and compare them with those originally stored in updating record information corresponding to a receiving port; if they are different, the updating record information corresponding to the receiving port is updated with the node number and the index number of the blocked port extracted; and when the Ethernet ring network is stable, the updating record information corresponding to a port on each node ring stores a node number of a node to which the ring protection link belongs and an index number of a blocked port. For example, a node number and an index number of a blocked port in updating record information on a port 41 of the node S4 are 1 and 0 respectively; and a node number and an index number of a blocked port in updating record information on a port 42 are 1 and 0 respectively.

Although the existing solution for updating an address table of an Ethernet ring network guarantees that error address items can be fast deleted during switching in an Ethernet ring network, the problem of repeated updating in the process of switching is also caused. For example, in the scenario of a switchback after link restoration, a node to which a ring protection link belongs may repeatedly update the address table. When there is a failure or other protection switching requests in the Ethernet ring network, a new blocked port will be generated; and if the new blocked port is not the original blocked port adjacent to the ring protection link, the port adjacent to the ring protection link will be opened. When the factors for generating protection switching disappear, for example, the failure is corrected, if the Ethernet ring network is arranged in a return mode, the node to which the ring protection link belongs enters a pending state and a wait-to-restore timer is started; if the node to which the ring protection link belongs is in a pending state and after the wait-to-restore timer runs out, the Ethernet ring network will perform a switchback. The switchback specifically includes: when the node to which the ring protection link belongs is in a pending state and after the wait-to-restore timer runs out, the node firstly blocks a port adjacent to the ring protection link, sends a ring protection link blockage protocol frame to inform other nodes to perform switchback, then updates the address table, and other nodes open the port and update the address table after receiving the ring protection link blockage protocol frame. When the node to which the ring protection link belongs receives a ring protection link blockage protocol frame sent by itself for the first time, it will update the address table once more because the node number and the index number of a blocked port in the original updating record information on the port are not consistent with those included in the protocol frame received, however, this updating is actually unnecessary and will cause another broadcasting after a flow is stabilized. For example, in FIG. 1, when a link failure happens between the nodes S2 and S3, a node number and an index number of a blocked port in updating record information stored by the port 12 of the node S1 are 2 and 1 respectively; after the link failure between the nodes S2 and S3 is corrected, the node S1 performs a switchback, and when the node S1 is in a pending state and after the wait-to-restore timer runs out, the node S1 firstly blocks the port 11 and then sends a ring protection link blockage protocol frame in which a node number and an index number of a blocked port are 1 and 0 respectively; next, the node S1 updates the address table, and other nodes open the blocked port and updates the address table after receiving the ring protection link blockage protocol frame; when the node S1 receives the ring protection link blockage protocol frame sent by itself, because the node number and the index number of the blocked port included in the protocol frame are not consistent with the updating record information originally stored by the receiving port, the node S1 repeatedly updates the address table once more, which is actually unnecessary.
In addition, in the Ethernet ring network protection, besides the switchback after link failure restoration, link unidirectional failure, manual switch protection switching request, forced switch protection switching request and the like also cause repeated updating of the address table. The switchback after link failure restoration, link unidirectional failure, manual switch protection switching request and forced switch protection switching request are local protection switching requests, that is, the protection switching is driven by a local event rather than by a remote Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame. In the scenario of requesting local protection switching, the basic reason for the repeated updating of the address table is that: a node sends an Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame and has updated its own address table when performing local protection switching, however, after receiving the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame sent by the node itself, the node repeatedly updates the address table once more because a node number and an index number of a blocked port in the original updating record information on the port are not consistent with the information included in the received protocol frame.

Therefore, the disclosure is provided as the time requires; through the improved updating solution of the disclosure, an Ethernet ring network protection node firstly sends an Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame which includes a node number of the Ethernet ring network protection node, when performing locally requested protection switching; later, when the node receives the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame, the node compares the node number in the protection switching protocol frame with its own node number, and if they are the same, then address updating is not performed. By adopting the disclosure, a node executing a local protection switching request does not need to update the address table when receiving an Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame sent by the node itself because the node has updated its own address table when performing the protection switching; by comparing the received protocol frame, the node will not repeatedly update the address table any longer when receiving an Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame sent by the node itself, thereby effectively preventing the repeated updating of the address table.

The solution for preventing repeated updating of an address table in Ethernet ring network protection in the disclosure is specifically described below.

A method for preventing repeated updating of an address table in Ethernet ring network protection includes: an Ethernet ring network node encapsulates its own node information into an Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame when the Ethernet ring network node sends the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame; when an Ethernet ring network node receives the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame, it matches the node information encapsulated in the received Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame with its own node information; and the Ethernet ring network node does not update the address table when the matching is successful; wherein the node information is the only information identifying the identity of the node.

It should be noted that, the Ethernet ring network node sending an Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame may be not the node later receiving the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame. The node performing matching is the one later receiving the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame; that is to say, when the matching is successful, the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame does not update the address table. The node information can be a node number, i.e., an individual Media Access Control (MAC) address assigned to each node. However, the disclosure does not exclude other identifying methods, for example, each node is given an individual name.

Here, when the node information is a node number, the matching further includes: a sending node number encapsulated in an Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame received by an Ethernet ring network node is matched with a node number of the Ethernet ring network node, and the matching is successful when the sending node number and the node number of the Ethernet ring network node are the same.

Here, before the matching, the method further includes: the Ethernet ring network node executes protection switching when it receives a local protection switching request.

It should be pointed out that, the scenario of requesting local protection switching specifically includes: the scenario of switchback after link failure restoration, the scenario of link unidirectional failure, the scenario of requesting manual switch protection switching, the scenario of requesting forced switch protection switching, the scenario of link bidirectional failure, and the like. The Ethernet ring network nodes involved in the disclosure are adapted to all nodes in the Ethernet ring network and not limited to protection nodes.

Here, when the scenario of requesting local protection switching is a switchback scenario, the method further includes the following steps:

1. When a node to which a ring protection link belongs is in a pending state and after a wait-to-restore timer runs out, a local protection switching request upon the running out of the wait-to-restore timer is generated;

2. The node to which the ring protection link belongs blocks a port adjacent to the ring protection link and sends a ring protection link blockage protocol frame to inform other nodes to perform switching, wherein the node number of the node to which the ring protection link belongs is encapsulated into the ring protection link blockage protocol frame; and

3. The node to which the ring protection link belongs receives the ring protection link blockage protocol frame sent by itself and matches the sending node number extracted from the ring protection link blockage protocol frame with the node number of itself; when the sending node number is the same as the node number of itself, the matching is successful and the node to which the ring protection link belongs does not update the address table.

To sum up, the disclosure mainly includes the following contents: an Ethernet ring network node encapsulates its own node number information into an Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame when sending the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame; an Ethernet ring network node compares the node number in the received Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame with the node number of itself when receiving the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame; and if the node number of the Ethernet ring network node is the same as the node number in the received Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame, then the Ethernet ring network node does not update the address table.
[0051] In the disclosure, an Ethernet ring network node has updated its own address table when performing a local protection switching request, therefore, when receiving an Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame sent by itself, if the Ethernet ring network node finds out that the protocol frame is sent by itself by comparing its own node number with the node number in the protocol frame, then the address table will not be repeatedly updated any longer, thereby the repeated updating of the address table is effectively prevented, the flow broadcasting during the protection switching in the Ethernet ring network is reduced and the switching efficiency is improved.

[0052] The disclosure is described below through examples.

Embodyment

[0053] FIG. 3 shows a flowchart of a method for preventing repeated updating of an address table in Ethernet ring network protection in the disclosure, including the following steps:

[0054] step 201: an Ethernet ring network node receives a local protection switching request and performs protection switching;

[0055] step 202: the Ethernet ring network node sends an Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame, and encapsulates the node number information of itself into the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame;

[0056] step 203: an Ethernet ring network node receives the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame and extracts the sending node number information included in the protocol frame;

[0057] step 204: the node receiving the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame compares the sending node number included in the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame with the node number of itself; and

[0058] step 205: when the sending node number included in the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame is the same as the node number of the Ethernet ring network node receiving the frame, then the node does not update the address table.

[0059] The technical solution of the disclosure is further described in detail in combination with a specific example below.

Example

[0060] In the scenario of a switchback, a node to which a ring protection link belongs is prevented from repeatedly updating an address table by the method of the disclosure.

[0061] FIG. 4 shows a topological diagram of an Ethernet ring network of the disclosure; a link between nodes S2 and S3 has a failure; after the link is restored, a node S1 to which a ring protection link belongs starts a wait-to-restore timer and enters a pending state; when the node S1 is in the pending state and after the wait-to-restore timer runs out, a local protection switching request is generated upon the running out of the wait-to-restore timer; the node S1 firstly blocks a port 11 adjacent to the ring protection link and then sends a ring protection link blockage protocol frame to inform other nodes to perform switching; a node number included in the ring protection protocol frame is 1 and the node S1 will still update the address table. When the node S4 receives the ring protection protocol frame sent by itself, by comparison, the node number included in the protocol frame is the same as the node number of the node S1, so the node S1 will not repeatedly update the address table.

[0062] A system for preventing repeated updating of an address table in Ethernet ring network protection, includes: a sending unit, a matching unit and an updating executing unit; wherein the sending unit is used for an Ethernet ring network node to send an Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame and encapsulate its own node information into the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame, the node information being the only information identifying the identity of the node; the matching unit is used for the Ethernet ring network node to match the node information encapsulated in the received Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame with the node information of the Ethernet ring network node when the Ethernet ring network node receives the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame, and to send the matching result to the updating executing unit; and the updating executing unit is used for the Ethernet ring network node not to update the address table when the matching result is that the matching is successful.

[0063] Here, the matching unit is further configured to match the sending node number encapsulated in the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame received by the Ethernet ring network node with the node number of the Ethernet ring network node itself when the node information is a node number, wherein, when the sending node number is the same as the node number of the Ethernet ring network node, the matching result is that the matching is successful.

[0064] Here, the system further includes: a protection switching executing unit which is used for an Ethernet ring network node to receive a local protection switching request and execute protection switching.

[0065] The implementation of each unit in the system is described below in the scenario of a switchback.

[0066] In the scenario of a switchback, the protection switching executing unit is further used for the node to which the ring protection link belongs to receive a local protection switching request upon the running out of a wait-to-restore timer and execute protection switching; the sending unit is further used for the node to which the ring protection link belongs to block a port adjacent to the ring protection link and send a ring protection link blockage protocol frame to inform other nodes to perform switching, wherein the node number of the node to which the ring protection link belongs is encapsulated into the ring protection link blockage protocol frame; the matching unit is further used for the node to which the ring protection link belongs to receive the ring protection link blockage protocol frame sent by itself and match the sending node number extracted from the ring protection link blockage protocol frame with the node number of itself, and the updating executing unit is used for the node to which the ring protection link belongs to inform other nodes to perform switching when the sending node number is the same as the node number of the node to which the ring protection link belongs and the matching is successful.

[0067] Here, the ring protection link blockage protocol frame referred above can be represented by an NRRB frame; the link failure warning protocol frame can be represented by an SF frame; the return mode can be represented by a Revertive mode; the pending state can be represented by a Pending state; a restore timer can be represented by Wait to Restore (WTR); the manual switch protection switching request can
be represented by Manual Switch (MS); and the forced switch protection switching request can be represented by Forced Switch (FS).

[0068] The above descriptions are only the preferred embodiments of the present disclosure, but are not used to limit the protection scope of the disclosure.

1. A method for preventing repeated updating of an address table in Ethernet ring network protection, comprising: encapsulating, by an Ethernet ring network node, node information of the Ethernet ring network node into an Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame when the node sends the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame; when an Ethernet ring network node receives the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame, matching, by the Ethernet ring network node, the node information encapsulated in the received Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame with node information of the Ethernet ring network node itself; and not updating the address table by the Ethernet ring network node when the matching is successful; wherein the node information of the Ethernet ring network node itself is only information identifying an identity of the node; the matching unit is used for an Ethernet ring network node to match the node information encapsulated in the received Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame with node information of the Ethernet ring network node itself when the Ethernet ring network node receives the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame, and to send a matching result to the updating executing unit; and the updating executing unit is used for the Ethernet ring network node not to update the address table when the matching result is that the matching is successful.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein when the node information of the Ethernet ring network node itself is a node number, the matching further comprises: a sending node number encapsulated in the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame received by the Ethernet ring network node is matched with the node number of the Ethernet ring network node itself; and the matching is successful when the sending node number and the node number of the Ethernet ring network node are the same.

3. The method according to claim 1 further comprising: before the matching, executing protection switching by the Ethernet ring network node when the Ethernet ring network node receives a local protection switching request.

4. The method according to claim 3 further comprising in a scenario of switchback:

- generating, by a node to which a ring protection link belongs, a local protection switching request upon the running out of a wait-to-restore timer when the node to which the ring protection link belongs is in a pending state and after the wait-to-restore timer runs out;
- blocking, by the node to which the ring protection link belongs, a port adjacent to the ring protection link and sending a ring protection link blockage protocol frame to inform other nodes to perform switching, wherein a node number of the node to which the ring protection link belongs is encapsulated into the ring protection link blockage protocol frame;
- receiving, by the node to which the ring protection link belongs, the ring protection link blockage protocol frame sent by the node itself and matching a sending node number extracted from the ring protection link blockage protocol frame with the node number of the node itself; and not updating the address table by the node to which the ring protection link belongs when the sending node number and the node number of the node to which the ring protection link belongs are the same and the matching is successful.

5. A system for preventing repeated updating of an address table in Ethernet ring network protection, comprising: a sending unit, a matching unit and an updating executing unit, wherein

- the sending unit is used for an Ethernet ring network node to send an Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame and encapsulate node information of the Ethernet ring network node itself into the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame; wherein the node information of the Ethernet ring network node itself is only information identifying an identity of the node;
- the matching unit is used for an Ethernet ring network node to match the node information encapsulated in the received Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame with node information of the Ethernet ring network node itself when the Ethernet ring network node receives the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame, and to send a matching result to the updating executing unit; and
- the updating executing unit is used for the Ethernet ring network node not to update the address table when the matching result is that the matching is successful.

6. The system according to claim 5, wherein the matching unit is further used for matching a sending node number encapsulated in the Ethernet ring network protection protocol frame received by the Ethernet ring network node itself with the node number of the Ethernet ring network node itself when the node information of the Ethernet ring network node itself is a node number;

- wherein, when the sending node number is the same as the node number of the Ethernet ring network node itself, the matching result is that the matching is successful.

7. The system according to claim 5, further comprising: a protection switching executing unit which is used for an Ethernet ring network node to receive a local protection switching request and execute protection switching.

8. The system according to claim 7, wherein the protection switching executing unit is further used for a node to which a ring protection link belongs to receive a local protection switching request upon the running out of a wait-to-restore timer and execute the protection switching in a scenario of switchback;

- the sending unit is further used for the node to which the ring protection link belongs to block a port adjacent to the ring protection link and send a ring protection link blockage protocol frame to inform other nodes to perform switching, wherein a node number of the node to which the ring protection link belongs is encapsulated into the ring protection link blockage protocol frame;
- the matching unit is further used for the node to which the ring protection link belongs to receive the ring protection link blockage protocol frame sent by the node itself and match the sending node number extracted from the ring protection link blockage protocol frame with the node number of the node itself; and
- the updating executing unit is used for the node to which the ring protection link belongs not to update the address table when the sending node number is the same as the node number of the node to which the ring protection link belongs.

9. The method according to claim 2 further comprising: before the matching, executing protection switching by the Ethernet ring network node when the Ethernet ring network node receives a local protection switching request.

10. The method according to claim 9 further comprising in a scenario of switchback:

- generating, by a node to which a ring protection link belongs, a local protection switching request upon the running out of a wait-to-restore timer when the node to
which the ring protection link belongs is in a pending state and after the wait-to-restore timer runs out; blocking, by the node to which the ring protection link belongs, a port adjacent to the ring protection link and sending a ring protection link blockage protocol frame to inform other nodes to perform switching, wherein a node number of the node to which the ring protection link belongs is encapsulated into the ring protection link blockage protocol frame; and receiving, by the node to which the ring protection link belongs, the ring protection link blockage protocol frame sent by the node itself and matching a sending node number extracted from the ring protection link blockage protocol frame with the node number of the node itself; and not updating the address table by the node to which the ring protection link belongs when the sending node number and the node number of the node to which the ring protection link belongs are the same and the matching is successful.

11. The system according to claim 6, further comprising: a protection switching executing unit which is used for an Ethernet ring network node to receive a local protection switching request and execute protection switching.

12. The system according to claim 11, wherein the protection switching executing unit is further used for a node to which a ring protection link belongs to receive a local protection switching request upon the running out of a wait-to-restore timer and execute the protection switching in a scenario of switchback;

the sending unit is further used for the node to which the ring protection link belongs to block a port adjacent to the ring protection link and send a ring protection link blockage protocol frame to inform other nodes to perform switching; wherein a node number of the node to which the ring protection link belongs is encapsulated into the ring protection link blockage protocol frame; the matching unit is further used for the node to which the ring protection link belongs to receive the ring protection link blockage protocol frame sent by the node itself and match a sending node number extracted from the ring protection link blockage protocol frame with the node number of the node itself; and the updating executing unit is used for the node to which the ring protection link belongs not to update the address table when the sending node number is the same as the node number of node to which the ring protection link belongs.

* * * * *